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IEEE WIE ILS 2018- Executive Summary
IEEE WIE ILS 2018, the 2-day leadership summit of IEEE WIE was held at the picturesque location
of the Le Meridian Hotel, Cochin, Kerala, India, in the presence of an eminent group of dignitaries,
delegates and leading lights of the society, along with various national & international establishments,
on September 7th and 8th 2018. For the summit, IEEE Kerala Section selected the theme
‘emPOWERing TOgetHER’ in the light of its relevance in the global push to improve women’s
rights, at the anniversary of the #TimesUp movement that swept across the world.
IEEE is the world’s largest fraternity within the engineering community, with over 400,000 members
in 150 countries around the world. IEEE is mandated with several important scientific and technical
responsibilities including creating and maintaining technical standards; providing publishing services
for scholarly papers; organizing technical conferences; providing technology for humanitarian and
social purposes; and providing professional services for members. IEEE WIE remains the largest
network of female engineers in the world with over 90,000 active members world wide. It was with
this foreground that IEEE WIE ILS 2018 started off in Kerala.
IEEE WIE International Leadership Summit Kochi 2018, hosted by WIE Affinity Group, IEEE Kerala
Section was inaugurated on 7th September 2018 by Ms. Soumini Jain, the Hon. Mayor of Cochin
Corporation, marking a milestone for IEEE Kerala Section WIE. Prof. Lillykutty Jacob, the General
Chair, welcomed the chief guest, the 30-odd eminent speakers, 150+ delegates and other invited
participants. She acknowledged the tremendous support from various sponsors for the successful
execution of the event: UST Global, GE, Cochin Shipyard, CISCO, Allianz, Kerala Startup Mission,
NeSTIT, and the IEEE Societies – IAS, PES, APS, and CS. She also specially mentioned the
appreciation for IAS sponsoring 38 student delegates including their stay. The two-day Summit was
the meeting point of researchers, engineers, students, academicians, practitioners, industrialists and
the government officials who set out to explore the possibility of inviting more women into leadership
positions, by learning from accomplished professionals.
The Summit saw the top international leaders from IEEE and Region 10 (Asia Pacific), as well as
representatives of IEEE Sections in different parts of South Asia. IEEE WIE ILS 2018 featured high
quality knowledge sharing sessions, workshops and industry sessions, as well as keynotes from
prominent research and industry leaders. The keynote speakers included Dr. Mini Thomas, Director
NIT Trichy, Dr. Takako Hashimoto, past WIE Global Chair, and Dr. Lizy Kurian John, IEEE
Fellow and Professor at University of Texas.The Summit had a wide ranging list of prolific women
speakers to inspire live action, and fuel up creative fires and experiences, that spanned over six
disciplines: Leadership & Empowerment, Innovation & Entrepreneurship, Science & Technology,
Sustainable Developments, Change Makers & Off-Beaten; and Health & Wellness. The deliberations
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were also substantiated by a Panel Discussion with the theme Women Leadership among
Technologists, a WiC (Women in Computing) Track, a WiP (Women in Power) Track, and a 5G
workshop by Cisco. The event concluded on the evening of 8th September with an open forum and a
short valedictory session.
The main attractions for the attendees, delegates and speakers alike were the cultural events on Friday
evening and the women-only hands-on self-defense session on Saturday afternoon. The
Bharatanatyam dance performance by Retd. Prof. Gayatri V, a WIE member, enchanted the audience .
The precise swordplay of Kalaripayattu, an ancient martial arts form native to Kerala, by Padmashree
Meenakshi Amma along with her grand daughter, kept the audience at the edge of their seats. The
hands-on self-defence session hosted by the Kerala Police received tremendous response from the
audience, all thanks to the wonderful presentation by the host team.
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Detailed Event Report
Inauguration
IEEE WIE ILS 2018, the 2-day leadership Summit of IEEE WIE, was inaugurated on Friday,
September 7 by Ms. Soumini Jain, the Honorable Mayor of Cochin Corporation. The inaugural
ceremony began with the the code of ethics, followed by Prof. Lillykutty Jacob, the General Chair of
IEEE WIE ILS 2018 delivering the Welcome address where she spoke of details of the event and the
sessions that would happen over the next couple days.
Prof. Sameer S M, Chair, IEEE Kerala Section, in his Presidential Address emphasized the impact
IEEE Kerala Section WIE has brought about in the society. Through its 700+ members in Kerala and
in its 24 year long journey, IEEE Kerala WIE has made its mark in the international arena with a host
of awards having come its way for the vast number of innovative projects undertaken successfully,
with keen focus on empowering women in engineering fields.
After the lighting of the lamp, the Honourable Mayor, in her Inaugural Address, applauded the efforts
of IEEE in having selected the Theme ‘emPOWERing TOgetHER’ in the light of its relevance in
India, and especially Kerala. She also emphasized the point that more women should reach out and
grab the leadership opportunities that they see and be confident to take up positions of responsibility.

In her felicitation, Dr. Rajashree Jain spoke about IEEE ILS to be a great platform to inspire,
encourage, empower and engage the audience. She reflected upon how she was in the audience for the
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first ILS in India which was held in Chennai in 2015, and her participation in the later versions too.
Dr Takako Hashimoto congratulated IEEE Kerala Section and hoped the Summit would make the
world a better one, especially the spirit with which it was held right on time, even after the devastating
floods. Efforts of IEEE in rescue operations and flood relief was highly commended by her.
Ms. Mini Ulanat, Organizing Chair of IEEE WIE ILS 2018 proposed the Vote of Thanks by thanking
the Mayor, dignitaries, participants, sponsors and all the volunteers for having graced the occasion
and wished the delegates a productive time at the summit which would give them takeaways to
implement in their lives.

Main Track - 07-09-2018
The first Keynote by Prof. Mini Thomas, Director NIT Trichy and a senior IEEE leader, followed
the inaugural ceremony. She outlined the true purpose of the summit and her career journey
as a successful leader. She detailed her meteoric rise through the ranks to become the director of
NIT Trichy.

Keynote Address by Dr. Mini Thomas

She shared her personal challenges and successes on how she diversified from being just a college
lecturer to a researcher and now an administrator, and the role IEEE played in her life for the same.
She advised everyone in the audience to ‘reach out and grab the opportunities presented by life’ to
level up and have a fulfilling life.
Panel Discussion - Theme - Women Leadership among Technologists
Next on the agenda was the much awaited and vibrant panel discussion moderated by Dr. Suresh
Nair, Past Chair, IEEE Kerala Section . The panelists included prominent leaders like Dr. Mini
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Thomas, Dr. Takako Hashimoto, Dr. Ramalatha Marimuthu, Dr. Rajashree Jain and Ms. Sailaja
Mullangi. The moderator introduced all the panelists and threw open the challenge around 8
questions
1. Are women really good technologists? If yes, what are their strengths? what are the common
weaknesses, if any?
2. Even if women are good technologists, what is hampering their real performance or
evidencing the skills?
3. Is their risk taking capacity lesser? Does this hamper their performance?
4. With emotional quotient being higher in women, does this hamper their growth?
5. Are there any cultural issues?
6. Is the exposure (or less exposure) an issue?
7. Is there a lack of role models among women leaders/technologists which affects this?
8. Will leadership trainings like this Summit help them reach further leadership positions?
9. How does IEEE help in mentoring women to take leadership roles?

All the panelists actively participated in the discussions and threw light on different aspects.To
summarise, the panelist were of the opinion that there are many women leaders working in small
social enterprises who are not publicly known. Women have to do more than men to become a leader
among technologists and even though the emotional quotient is high among women, this is a strength
rather than a weakness. It is also known that many companies are making more profit when led by
women leaders. The corporates are nowadays supportive of women during their pregnancy and child
care days. Many companies are allowing women to take longer maternity leaves and encourages them
to come back rather than leave the jobs. Lack of role models is one issue, but initiative has to start
from this ILS forum, where many proven women technology leaders talked about their own life. This
would motivate many young lady participants to take up any challenge, overcome all hurdles and
move ahead to achieve higher goals. The panel stressed that forums like IEEE WIE ILS summit are
the right ways to mould women leaders.
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Followed by the panel discussion was a session by a young entrepreneur Ms. Aardra Chandra
Mouli, Managing Director of Aeka Biochemicals, in the Leadership & Empowerment track, where
she detailed her philosophy of innovation as an entrepreneur. This was followed by a session by Ms.
Swetha Shankar on her journey to become the Director of Engineering at CISCO.
A group photo session was also included before breaking out for lunch.
The post-lunch session began with a video session about “Supermoms - An Insight into the life of a
female professional”.
They say rocket science is tough, but Dr Valsa B, Deputy Director of Vikram Sarabhai
Space Centre, managed to simplify it and gave an insightful presentation. The dynamic
session was about the scope of challenges and rewards when working with rockets and rocket science.
This was followed up by a session with Ms. Asha Poulose, VP & Head of Edge Digital Hub at GE
Digital who gave predictions about the future of technology based on current trends and what to
prepare for. This was followed by an interactive session with Ms. Vishma Vivek from NESTiT on
what it takes to be a leader in the current workforce.
The post-tea session started with a keynote address by Dr. Takako Hashimoto explaining WIE to the
audience. She addressed the august gathering with a Keynote on Friday afternoon. She started by
conveying a video message from the current IEEE MGA WIE Chair, Dr. Bozenna Duncan to the
audience. She reaffirmed the WIE Mission Statement - to facilitate the recruitment and retention of
women in technical arenas globally. She touched upon the benefits of IEEE WIE Memberships
including how WIE provided volunteering and networking opportunities at forums and events and
other benefits like magazines, opportunity to get featured in international publications, scholarships
and more

Dr. Takako Hashimoto, Past Chair Global WIE

.
Next, we had a session by Dr. Toshio Fukuda, IEEE Fellow and past R10 Director about intelligent
robotics.
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Prof. Fukuda took us to the wonderworld of nano robotics and his contributions to this field.
Dr. Toshio Fukuda, IEEE Fellow and past R10 Director

The leadership principles by Ms. Shalini Warrier, Chief Operating Officer, Federal Bank, was a
session of great acceptance from the delegates. She discussed a point by point narrative of what makes
an impactful leader.

As a token of empathy, a gesture of emotional support, Dr. Celia Shahnaz from IEEE Bangladesh
Section handed over a memento to Dr. Sameer S. M expressing the feel that We are with you,
lauding IEEE Kerala Section for their work done during the Kerala Floods.
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NIT Trichy extended their helping hands to IEEE Kerala Section flood rehabilitation activities, by
confirming to manufacture the designer board. A short session Dr. Sameer, Dr. Mini Thomas and
Mr. Amarnath Raja explained and showcased the low cost electric switchboards designed and
manufactured with help from NIT Trichy for flood affected areas. The attendees were invited to
contribute for this noble cause.
Dr. Mini Thomas handed over the first board manufactured at NIT Trichy.

Cultural Event and Performances
The first cultural event was a Bharatanatyam performance by Prof. V Gayathri, Retd. HOD of EEE,
TKMCE College Kollam. She performed on two different songs, one appeasing Lord Vinayaka and
another about Goddess Devi. Her skill and experience in her craft was evident in the meticulous detail
of her performance - from her eye movements, expressions, gestures and intricate steps. It left the
audience truly mesmerized.
IEEE WIE ILS KOCHI 2018 was really honoured with the presence and performance of 77 year old
Padmasree Meenakshi Amma, the Kalari guru, recipient of the Padmasree Award, India’s fourth
highest civilian honour in 2017.

From graceful to pulse-pounding, the Kalaripayattu performance by Padmashree Meenakshi Amma
and her team left the audience speechless. Dressed in a sari pinned to the side, the septuagenarian
gave a jaw-dropping performance with paramount skill and accuracy. Her students demonstrated
various techniques of the artform with ease.
The younger disciples enacted the flexibility and training fundamentals of Kalari, while the youngest,
10-year old Neha, won the heart of everyone present by handling the ‘Urumi’, the famously volatile
and flexible ‘belt sword’. The performance was an enchanting once-in-a-lifetime experience for many
women who felt deeply empowered meeting such a remarkable artist and athlete face-to-face.
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The conference banquet was organised on the evening of Friday 7th September, after the cultural
events.
Day 2 : 08-09-2018
The second day started with a keynote remotely addressed by Dr. Lizy Kurian John, IEEE Fellow
and Professor at University of Texas. She expressed her regret at being unable to deliver the session in
person, especially since she’s a native of Kerala herself. She gave a background on Computer
Architecture, her field of expertise, and how she reached her present position. She then went deep into
the field of microprocessors and the opportunities available in the field for young researchers and all
the lucrative research options available.
This was followed by a passionate speech by a true leader, Ms. K C Rosakutty, Past Chair, Kerala
Women’s Commission, imploring more women to take up social responsibilities. She stressed the
need for women to have legal literacy. Ms. Shireen, Operation Lead of Guardians of Dreams
explained the work she and her NGO does with at-risk children in shelter homes. Later, before
breaking for tea, Ms. Anjana Ratnamma, Delivery Manager at UST Global, enumerated about the
challenges and opportunities women faced in the digital age.
The post-tea session started with a great session by Ms. Annie George, CEO of BedRoc, on disaster
relief management and challenges in the present era. Next, we had a session by Ms. Aparna from
Inspiration Architects about how they bring sustainable development practices to town planning, with
an example on the recent rejuvenation of waterways project in Alappuzha.

Conference Tracks
The group then split into three to attend the parallel track sessions before heading over to
lunch.
There were 3 main conference tracks including:
1. Women in Computing
2. Women in Power
3. Health and Wellness
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WiC (Women in Computing) Track
The first session was handled by Ms. Lekha Phijo, Sr. Project Manager at IBM who spoke
about the opportunities in cloud computing using IBM Cloud as an example. Ms. Arathi
Balakrishnan & Ms. Samanvitha Kumar from Oracle led the next session on blockchain,
explaining its basic concepts and giving a demonstration of the underlying technology. The
audience feedback confirm their interest in the subject and also the subject knowledge of the
resource persons.
WiP (Women in Power) Track
The WiP track showcased the capabilities of women steering the wheel of technology. It
featured two talks, first by Dr. Celia Shahnaz, PES WiP R10 Regional representative about
IEEE WiP and the opportunities available for young women in the field. Next, Dr. Gomathi
Muraleedharan, the first female engineer from Kerala and the Past Chair of IEEE Kerala
Section, took the attendees on a journey along with her on how far WiP has come in IEEE
Kerala Section. This session was also well recieved and many students were really motivated
seeing the passion of the senior engineers.
Health & Wellness Track
IEEE WIE ILS also had a non-engineering track for its attendees. The first session was
handled by Ms Niroopa Paulson, Associate VP of TCS about the importance of health &
wellness awareness among working women. This was followed by a session by Ms. Prema
Sankar who helped the attendees get in touch with their spiritual energy.
Post lunch, we had back-to-back sessions starting with Ms. Pamela Kumar discussing
standards in digitization in the Indian context. Next we had an interactive session on
entrepreneurship in science with Ms. Poornima Mohanachandran, CEO of eLakshya
Innovation Labs.
Hands-On Self Defence Workshop
The highlight of the second day was the self-defence workshop conducted by the Vanitha Cell
(Women Cell) of Kerala Police in collaboration with the Nirbhaya volunteers. It was a
women-only setting. Even the camera and stage managers had to leave to create a safe space
for the women. The veteran session hosts covered a variety of day-to-day scenarios where
women would be at risk and gave effective tips to counteract the danger. The interactive
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setting helped the attendees to break out of their shell about such a sensitive topic and ask
questions. Volunteers were invited to come onstage and demonstrate how they would now
handle these sticky situations with these learnings. This session received glowing feedback
from the guests for its simple yet innovative approach to empowering women.

This was followed by a lightning session by Ms. Jyothi Ramasamy, Past Chair, IEEE Kerala
Section WIE about the legacy of WIE in Kerala. Later, we had a hands-on self defence
training hosted by the Kerala Police. This was followed by a session by Ms. Sujata Madhav
Chandran from TCS Ltd. about change and innovation.
IEEE Kerala Section & The Kerala Floods
The unexpected floods which battered Kerala merely days before the summit had cast a dark
shadow over the proceedings of the event. However, IEEE Kerala Section took this
opportunity to showcase the undying spirit of its volunteering community.
On Saturday, IEEE Kerala Section honoured the student volunteers behind the initiative
www.keralarescue.in, the viral website which helped connect victims with volunteers and
attend requests during the calamity. Mr. Sahil Sameer, IEEE LINK Kochi Hub Student
representative narrated the story behind the creation of this website and thanked the
leadership for their support with this initiative which truly epitomised the IEEE motto
“Advancing Technology for Humanity”.
Valedictory Function
The valedictory event for IEEE WIE ILS 2018, Cochin was held at the same venue, on the
evening of 8th September 2018. There was an open forum for the attendees to discuss their
learnings from the two day summit. Ms. Sarada Jayakrishnan, Vice Chair IEEE Kerala
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Section delivered the vote of thanks. Feedback remarks from the participants were taken
which gave rave reviews to the organisers and volunteers for the smooth functioning and the
excellent hospitality of the event despite the uncertainty that had prevailed before the event.
The volunteers were appreciated and the group had a relaxed high tea, marking the end of
IEEE WIE ILS 2018 - Cochin.
Conclusion
The speakers collectively emphasised on the lack of women in higher positions of all
the leading companies and how women shy away from exceptional opportunities
because they are too afraid to step out of their comfort zones. To break the
barriers, the first step has to be taken; without which the shackles would never be released.
The Summit became a fruitful platform for the dignitaries, panelists, industrialists and
researchers to share their thoughts on how to learn from industry pioneers and women in
positions of power. The Summit also provided an opportunity to showcase Kerala’s strong
line of women leaders and their achievements.
The event received uniformly positive feedback from its participants, including IEEE
dignitaries from India and abroad, representatives of IEEE Sections in India, speakers and
delegates. Special commendation was given to the team for organizing a successful event of
such stature in spite of the devastation the state has followed just days earlier. It just proved to
be yet another epitome of the legacy of the volunteers of IEEE Kerala Section.
Organisers place on record their sincere appreciation on IEEE WIE, R10 WIE,
IEEEKERALA Section execom,CS, APS, IAS, PES for all the support extended. We also
thanks all the volunteers who helped us directly and indirectly making this event a grand
success.
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Feedback of Participants
The evaluation was done on a 5 point scale
5- Excellent 4- Very good 3- Average 2- Below Average 1 - Poor
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Testimonials
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Glimpses of the Event
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Glimpses of the event
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With Gratitude
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